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Backslash is a proprietary TBWA\ discipline that highlights the latest shifts in culture. 

It encompasses insights from news, events, initiatives, trending hashtags, innovations and 
brand communications.


Triggers and Edges


We call these insights ‘triggers’, because they trigger movements in culture. They are often a precursor to emerging cultural trends. The 
emergence of a new trend is something we call an ‘edge’, as it highlights territories that aren’t necessarily established yet, but are definitely 
emerging and growing.


In light of COVID-19, culture is shifting in every direction. This is being led by consumer needs, government reactions and brand initiatives. 
Triggers are everywhere, shaping edges and shaping culture.


This document brings you the inside view of the impact of COVID-19 on 12 markets in Asia, the edges they shape and their implications. This 
report will help you to:

- Understand the cultural triggers and themes that is surrounding Asian markets in the COVID-19 era.

- Identify opportunities amongst the darkest news.

- Jump into cultural conversations and be part of a global phenomenon.

- Be at the forefront of what is happening, so as to better navigate the circumstances that evolve.


This document is for the curious - from the anxious to the opportunists, as well as anyone looking for insights that read into what’s happening.
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MALAYSIA

SINGAPORE

VIETNAM

PHILIPPINES

INDONESIA

HONG KONG 

THAILAND

CHINA

JAPAN

INDIA

TAIWAN

SOUTH KOREA

A collaboration across 12 markets in Asia.


The aim is to give a consolidated view of who the consumer looks like,  

and what life would be like in a post-Covid world in Asia.

What you’ll be seeing today



SHORT-TERM COVID IMPACTS:

Themes triggered by Covid-19 in Asia
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Some triggers and themes we’re seeing across the region during lockdown

Neighbourly Spirit

With big brands trying to navigate, small 
businesses trying to stay alive, everyone 

stepping up and supporting like never before, 
giving rise to a stronger community and 

neighbourly spirit. 


Sanity-saving Pleasures


As we adjust to being ‘trapped’ indoors, we’re 
fighting isolation and ensuring mental wellbeing 

by injecting pleasure and positivity where 
possible.


Return to Nostalgia 


In a locked down world that promises things 
didn’t used to be this way, people are seeking 
comfort of the old days by posting past travels 
and where they’ll want to be when this is over.


Homes as HQs 


Homes have become a ‘swiss army’ home of 
sorts, playing multiple roles beyond what a 

home usually does -  it is now a school, office,  
playground, place of worship.


Lockdown talents


Forced time at home has turned everyone into 
some form ‘expert’ - bakers, accidental chefs, 

home mixologists.

Everyday Influencers


Social media platforms producing everyday 
stars  - chefs, teachers, craft moms, teens, 

fitness gurus, are all live-streaming from their 
bedrooms/homes.




Tightening Wallets 


Chaotic times, pay cuts and loss of jobs. 
Individuals won’t spend-as-usual, a more frugal 

consumer will emerge.


Creative Resilience 


Limitation breeds creativity. Brands and 
communities are sharing their resilient spirit and 

diversifying their offerings and products to 
inspire others to remain positive.


Factual Healing


Science is the new authentic. We are witnessing 
a hygiene boom with people trusting science 

more than anything else. 


Security > Privacy


Data plays a crucial role in containing the 
spread of the virus as our whereabouts are 

being monitored. We are cutting some slack on 
personal data and being more lenient.


100% Convenience Economy


It was big but it wasn’t everything. Now 
convenience is everything, especially with more 

markets on different forms of lockdown. 


Some triggers and themes we’re seeing across the region during lockdown

Immunity Boosting


People are doing all they can to arm and defend 
their bodies, from vitamin C doses to better 

diets, natural remedies and alternative 
treatments.




Virtual Everything


This pandemic is digitising our lives completely, 
bringing us together in a whole new way. From 
virtual learning, travel, workouts to concerts. It 
even shifted an entire generation of Chinese 

silvers online.  

From Soloism to Solo Social 


Forced disconnection increases our desire for 
connection. Not just seeking to replace what we 
once had but starting to embrace new forms of 
connection (island hopping in Animal Crossing 

to clubbing in Fortnite).


Sustainability at Crossroads


Pollution may have disappeared but single-use 
plastic went through the roof, pushing people to 
prioritise hygiene over environmental concerns. 


Some triggers and themes we’re seeing across the region during lockdown



COVID-19 RESPONSE BEHAVIOUR 
CULTURAL TRIGGERS

Homes have become a ‘swiss army’ home of sorts, 
playing multiple roles beyond what a home usually 
does - it is now a school, office, playground, place 

of worship.


Singaporean parents, Mr and Mrs Foong devised their 
“Naph School”, an amalgam of the first two letters of 
the children’s names, after the family was asked to 
self-isolate under a leave of absence (LOA) request.

Across the region, the work-from-home trend will give 
birth to a new industry that is the home office industry, 
which includes furniture, interior design, office devices 
and housing property designs that have workspaces. 

For this year’s Tomb Sweeping day, Nirvana Asia 
(Singapore, Malaysia) offered virtual prayer packages from 

free simple online prayer messages to one where staff 
members will offer food and prayers on behalf of the families.  

Homes as HQs



Asia is currently leading the world when it comes to 
watching cooking tutorials online with users from Sri 
Lanka, Indonesia, Singapore, and Bangladesh being top 
countries dominating YouTube for recipe-related videos. 

There is no better time than now to pick up a new 
language with hot boys as tutors. BTS hosted 30 online 
Korean lessons for their cooped up fans worldwide.

In Singapore, national athletes are also using 
everyday household goods (laundry detergent, rice 

packages) as replacement for fitness equipment.  

COVID-19 RESPONSE BEHAVIOUR 
CULTURAL TRIGGERS

Forced time at home has turned everyone into 
some form ‘expert’ - bakers, accidental chefs, 

home mixologists. Lockdown’s got talent!


Lockdown talents



Chula Marketplace, a 150K strong Facebook 
group is one of many examples where Thai 
universities aluminis are supporting each other. 
These groups are created to promote the 
alumni’s businesses who are struggling.

In Vietnam, people are setting up boxes filled with 
non perishable necessities in front of their 
properties. Those who are in need are encouraged 
to take what they require to get through the current 
climate. 

“Food swaps” are trending on social media in Malaysia. 
Love ones are sending each other home-cooked meals via 

delivery drivers. The action is a gesture of kindness—
delivered dishes are fondly referred to as “parcels of love.” 

COVID-19 RESPONSE BEHAVIOUR 
CULTURAL TRIGGERS

Neighbourly Spirit

With big brands trying to navigate, small businesses 
trying to stay alive, everyone stepping up and 

supporting like never before, giving rise to a stronger 
community and neighbourly spirit. 




To cope with the travel bug, two Vietnamese travel 
bloggers reimagined and transformed their homes into 
ideal travel destinations. 

	 	  	  
	  	 	 


	 	 	 


	 	 	 	 


	 	 	 	
	 


	 	 	 	
	 	 


A Facebook group in Vietnam is trending due to the sharing 
of beautiful interior designs. It serves as a form of post- 
pandemic renovation inspiration.

In India, TV series from decades ago – including The 
Ramayan and Shaktimaan – are proving huge ratings hits 
in India. Ramayan broke TRP records after its re-telecast 

garnered 170 million views in less than 4 hours. 

COVID-19 RESPONSE BEHAVIOUR 
CULTURAL TRIGGERS

Return to nostalgia

In a locked down world that promises things 
didn’t used to be this way, people are seeking 
comfort of the old days by posting past travels 
and where they’ll want to be when this is over.




More than 1,000 people from 57 countries signed up to a 
Buddhist spiritual retreat usually hosted in Dharamsala, India. 
Interestingly a fifth had no prior experience in Buddhism but 
still attended the retreat as people look for an escape. 

Asian dishes are dominating “homemade” cooking trends, 
with search interesting for “homemade momos”, “homemade 

egg rolls” and “homemade pani puri” spiring more than 
5,000% in the past month. In the month of April search 
interest for “bamboo recipes” increased by 4,850% as 

people around the world search and cook homemade dishes.

COVID-19 RESPONSE BEHAVIOUR 
CULTURAL TRIGGERS

Sanity-saving Pleasures

In Singapore, Homegym.sg estimated an 80 per cent 
increase in sales and many of its items have sold out, 
while directhomegym.sg saw visits to its online store 
go up from an average of 250 per day in the beginning 
of March to almost 2,000 over in the first week of April. 

As we adjust to being ‘trapped’ indoors, we’re 
fighting isolation and ensuring mental wellbeing 

by injecting pleasure and positivity where 
possible.




In China, 52% of consumers will pay more attention 
to their immunity and purchase immunity-related 
products post-outbreak.

Indian chef-owner of The Daily, Urvika Kanoi has been 
posting easy and fun recipes on social media - they feature 
immunity boosting tips to keep her patrons interested. 

Traditional remedies are widely sought after in Indonesia 
amidst the COVID-19 outbreak. Javanese turmeric, red 

ginger, lemongrass and cinnamon - ingredients needed to 
make traditional herbal drink jamu - are selling fast in wet 

markets, with their prices jumping up to 150%.

COVID-19 RESPONSE BEHAVIOUR 
CULTURAL TRIGGERS

Immunity Boosting

People are doing all they can to arm and defend 
their bodies, from vitamin C doses to better 

diets, natural remedies and alternative 
treatments.




Retailers expect the new normal in Malaysia to be 
store closures and job losses. With social distancing 
expected to remain in place for the rest of the year 
many retailers (at least 80%) have implemented cost 
cuts and 30% of them expect to lay off workers in the 
next 6 months. 

In Indonesia it’s the informal workers, those you 
make a living depending on their day-to-day are 

amongst the most vulnerable during the lockdown. 
There are about 70 million informal workers in 

Indonesia, most unregistered, unregulated and 
unprotected by a proper social safety net. 

In Vietnam, rice ATMs have been set up in big cities 
like Hanoi, Hue and Danang to feed Vietnam’s poor 
amid the lockdown. Many people who earn a living 
from cash-in-hand jobs, like housekeeping, are 
struggling without a steady income.

COVID-19 RESPONSE BEHAVIOUR 
CULTURAL TRIGGERS

Tightening Wallets

Chaotic times, pay cuts and loss of jobs. 
Individuals won’t spend-as-usual, a more frugal 

consumer will emerge.




TraceTogether is Singapore’s contact tracing app that 
has seen about 20% of the population downloading it 
since its launch in March. With many experts calling 
for it to be made compulsory despite the app 
collecting mobile numbers and storing them for 
contact tracing. 

The Hong Kong government required new visitors 
into the country to download the StayHomeSafe app 
paired with a wristband that uses geofencing 
technology to help catch violators.

State police across several states in India have been 
deployed to monitor the lockdown. In Mumbai, 

Chandigarh & Kerala police have been using drones to 
catch curfew violators. The Ministry of Electronics and 

Information also launched the Aarogya Setu app - using 
mobile phone location and bluetooth to alert users if they 
have come into contact with a Covid-19 positive patient. 

COVID-19 RESPONSE BEHAVIOUR 
CULTURAL TRIGGERS

Security > Privacy

Data plays a crucial role in containing the 
spread of the virus as our whereabouts are 

being monitored. We are cutting some slack on 
personal data and being more lenient.




COVID-19 RESPONSE BEHAVIOUR 
CULTURAL TRIGGERS

Australian YouTube creator, blogger and social media 
influencer Chloe Ting is dominating the world of isolation 
workouts with her 2-week shred plan which is available 
on YouTube. Multiple workout results have been shared to 
‘show off’ the success of following her routine, with 
#chloetingchallenge garnering 142.6m views on Tik Tok. 

Thousands of foreign workers in Singapore who are 
under quarantine in their dormitory rooms are using 
TikTok as a way to entertain themselves and to assure 
their family that they need not worry. 

Singapore broadcaster Mediacorp teams up with 


popular Youtube channel The Smart Local on a seven-
day reality series on how to keep yourself entertained 

while self-isolating. Streamed live, the four online 
personalities will be competing in a series of challenges 

in their respective homes.

Everyday Influencers

Social media platforms producing everyday 
stars  - chefs, teachers, craft moms, teens, 

fitness gurus are all live-streaming from their 
bedrooms/homes.




Over 130 hotels in Thailand have voluntary offered to 
serve as makeshift quarantine facilities for returnees 
from abroad, exceeding the government's need for 
6,000 free spaces.

1887 Bar is Singapore’s first virtual bar. Hosted  weekly 
on Zoom, bartenders from different local bar serves 
themed drinks online. This also serves as a fundraiser as 
guests can donate by purchasing cocktails from the 
week’s digital menu. 

Malaysian car-sharing startups like GOcar, KLezcar 
and WAHDAH rolled out delivery services of different 

natures to keep afloat. From same day grocery 
deliveries to car maintenance, these businesses are 

eking out of their industry to provide.

COVID-19 RESPONSE BEHAVIOUR 
CULTURAL TRIGGERS

Creative Resilience

Limitation breeds creativity. Brands and 
communities are sharing their resilient spirit and 

diversifying their offerings and products to 
inspire others to remain positive.




Companies in China are engaging in “employee sharing”. 
Companies are temporarily hiring/sharing employees from 
businesses that haven’t resumed operations or are only 
partially operating. They are being hired by supermarkets, 
e-commerce platforms, retail stores and other industries 
that have experienced an increase in demand. 

Doctor on Call in Malaysia, the first and largest digital 
health platform, will partner with Shopee to offer 
convenient Covid-19 test swabs. Parties will co-host 
health education and awareness series on Shopee Live. 
A DoctoOnCall official store is made available where 
users can purchase Covid-19 real-time reverse 
transcription polymerase chain reaction (rRT-PCR) tests. 

In Singapore, taxi and private-hire cars such as Grab 
are allowed to deliver food and groceries to address 

delivery shortages during the pandemic.

COVID-19 RESPONSE BEHAVIOUR 
CULTURAL TRIGGERS

100% Convenience Economy

It was big but it wasn’t everything. Now 
convenience is everything, especially with more 

markets on different forms of lockdown. 




In Singapore, the website Space Out was created to 
help shoppers check how crowded shopping malls are in 
advance. The site tracks 50 malls across the island with 
colour codes according to current crowd levels. 

Zomato India is now showing body temperatures of its 
delivery people amid the pandemic, mainly to provide 
peace of mind to their users and to retain customers. 

In China, as citizens return to work, they are given 
a colour code which dictates whether they should 

be quarantined or allowed into subways, malls and 
public spaces. The system is called Alipay Health 
Code and is already used in 200 cities and will be 

rolled out nationwide. 

COVID-19 RESPONSE BEHAVIOUR 
CULTURAL TRIGGERS

Factual Healing

Science is the new authentic. We are witnessing 
a hygiene boom with people trusting science 

more than anything else. 




From Soloism to Solo Social 

COVID-19 RESPONSE BEHAVIOUR 
CULTURAL TRIGGERS

Players of Animal Crossing can now visit Singapore’s 
very own Sentosa Crossing, a recreation of the 

islands’ iconic beach. Users can ‘visit’ beach bars, 
nature trails and even a spot for yoga by the beach. 

Club Matryoshka, a virtual club in Minecraft 
created in the Philippines, hosted a 24 hour rave 
that doubled as a fundraiser for Covid-19 with 
art installations featured in them.

Couch Concerts are emerging all over the world. South 
Asia’s largest festival NH7 Weekender will be brought online 
via Instagram Live. Ticketing platform BookMyShow is also 
launching ‘Live From HQ’ - live performances by artists 
directly from their homes and studios. 

Forced disconnection increases our desire for 
connection. Not just seeking to replace what we 
once had but starting to embrace new forms of 
connection (island hopping in Animal Crossing 

to clubbing in Fortnite).




COVID-19 RESPONSE BEHAVIOUR 
CULTURAL TRIGGERS

Virtual Everything

Hundreds of Final Fantasy players held an online funeral 
to bid a gamer who succumbed to coronavirus. The 30 
minutes session saw players walking together across the 
world of Final Fantasy with their funeral attires holding a 
coffin for the player.

The Movement Control Order in Malaysia 
resulted in private colleges, universities and 

schools to switch from in-person teaching to 
online learning. 

Singapore’s largest Chinese language newspaper launched 
a video series to help keep seniors occupied. Fitness 
classes, live cooking shows and even traditional singing 
lessons were designed for the online space to replace 
physical senior-centric activities.

This pandemic is digitising our lives completely, 
bringing us together in a whole new way. From 
virtual learning, travel, workouts to concerts. It 
even shifted an entire generation of Chinese 

silvers online.  



COVID-19 RESPONSE BEHAVIOUR 
CULTURAL TRIGGERS

Sustainability at Crossroads

For the first time in 30 years you can see the Himalayas in 
Jalandhar, India as a result of clearer skies.  

The rise in disposable face masks and gloves being 
used to prevent the spread of coronavirus is adding to 
the glut of plastic pollution threatening the health of 
oceans and marine life.

For Thailand, the year started with a ban on single-
use plastic buts but Covid-19 is sidelining the battle 

against plastic pollution. In April, plastic waste soared 
62% in volume as more people opt to have food and 

other goods delivered.

Pollution may have disappeared but single-use 
plastic went through the roof, pushing people to 
prioritise hygiene over environmental concerns. 




Lockdown limitations breeding speed of creativity.

Businesses getting second lives to save lives.

Brands harnessing the power of collaboration.


Sustainability at crossroads.

Homes as ‘HQs’ - one space, multiple uses.


More digital natives, more elevated homebodies and the rise of everyday stars.


A lot has changed in the last few months.

Culture is shifting in every direction.


Question is, which of these new behaviours and values will be here to stay 

as we prepare for life in a post-Covid Asia?
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PREPARING FOR LIFE IN A POST-COVID ASIA: 

9 broad mindset and behavioural shifts across the region 
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REASSESSING OUR 
ATTITUDES TO LUXURY

A long period of abstinence from shopping will likely 
drive high-end consumers to a compulsion to spend on 
the luxuries that were denied during lockdown (ie. 
‘Revenge buying’ Hermes Guangzhou flagship store 
made $ 2.7 million in sales in its first day after reopening 
post-covid).


This immediate post-corona spending will likely be an 
emotional response, with consumers seeking an escape 
from or a sense of control over a new reality. However, 
this impulsive shopping behaviour may only be 
short-term, as the flaunting of luxury goods may feel 
meaningless after a global crisis and in the context of a 
worldwide recession. 


A duality will emerge. We’ll find that “smaller is 
beautiful” as we give more love to smaller, local 
businesses. On the other hand we’ll find that “bigger is 
wonderful” too as large businesses such as Amazon and 
Google play a more meaningful role in our lives. They will 
use their scale and reputation to deliver the value and 
safety signals that people are looking for. 

LOSS OF 
COMPLACENCY

The world has lost its innocence. 


Going through the pandemic makes us look at the 
things we’ve taken for granted. People will be 
cautious in how they lead their lives. 

Physically: Touching things, being with other people and 
breathing the air in an enclosed space can be risky. 

Relationship: Covid makes you realize how short life is. 
So if you’re in a bad relationship, you’re going to leave 
when you can. 

Personal priorities: Questioning priorities in life 
How quickly that awareness recedes will be different 
for different people, but it can never vanish 
completely for anyone who lived through this year. 

REASSESSING HOW WE 
LIVE

The pandemic has forced us to reconsider who we are 
and what we value.


According to behavioural economics, it often takes an 
external jolt to change how we behave. When habits are 
disrupted it usually leads us to become more efficient 
and optimal than we initially were. 

As we emerge from lockdown and enter a post-covid world, 
consumers will ask themselves:

• Do I really need to travel? 

• Do I really need a face-to-face meeting or can this be held 

virtually?  

• Can I work from home more regularly? 


In the long run, it’ll help us rediscover the better version 
of ourselves.
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HEIGHTENED 
PARANOIA

Post-Covid will see people continue to overestimate 
their personal risk, keeping them in a semi-quarantine 
state for long after lockdowns are lifted.


Worries about travel safety and health, worries that the 
epidemic might spread again, worries about sanitised 
standards,  heightened fear of outsiders and dating, 
worries about income, worries about business survival 
as individuals won’t return to spend-as-usual. 


We’re more cautious, more uncertain and more stressed 
as a result. With constant distrust, we’re building 
higher walls, holding higher standards and with that, 
expecting a greater level of transparency from 
brands and governments. 

A NEW DIGITAL 
REALITY

The world went on lockdown and virtual became the 
global standard. 


Entire populations were forced into new 
behaviours overnight. If they rejected technological 
advancements before, consumers now know what 
is possible, and have the tools in their hands to 
live that new reality and are comfortable using 
them. 

From working, playing and praying, Covid is 
accelerating the need for digital transformation and 
we’ll see not just consumer but companies rewire 
around doing things digitally led.

NIMBLENESS 
IS KEY

We’ve seen entire workforces and brands transform 
overnight. 


Dyson designed a new ventilator in 10 days. 

Alibaba and retailer Zhongbai teamed up to build an 
unmanned grocery store for essential items and 
disinfectant supplies in 5 hours.


Disasters like the covid pandemic are fluid situations and 
in order to make it through, businesses need to be able to 
adapt and change course as new information comes 
through and situations change day-to-day.


Fluidity, flexibility, adaptability and agility will be key to 
thrive in a post-covid world -  a ‘chameleon’ workforce 
where the quickest and most nimble survive. 
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RETURN TO THE 
FAMILIAR

Sudden and unexpected life changes can often bring on 
pangs of nostalgia as it is a self-soothing tool for 
adapting to discontinuity.


As we adapt to new normals post-covid, we’re likely 
to see individuals gravitate towards nostalgic 
behaviours, finding sanctuary and comfort in family, 
home (‘cocooning’) and the familiar.   

We’re likely to see shoppers flocking back to trusted 
household names and brands they see as safe and 
supportive, and communities investing in people and 
local.

STRENGTHENING 
OF FAITH

As the pandemic abruptly strips away life as we know it - 
work routines, frivolities of life - many are left to 
contemplate their role in the world and the purpose of 
their existence. Using faith and religion to fill the void of 
something lost in the current crisis, and perhaps that 
something is hope. 


Ironically, lockdowns have expanded our prayer lives, 
allowing some religions to be more confident in exploring 
new avenues of deepening personal faith.

‘DO IT OURSELVES’

Forced #adulting has resulted in hyper-independence, 
we’re no waiting around for someone to do things for 
us, not waiting around for things to happen. 


Studies have suggested that when resources are 
scarce, people focus on using them more efficiently 
and effectively.


It’s taking matters into our own hands and making 
things happen ourselves.
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IDENTIFYING EDGES FOR THE NEW FRONTIERS:   

What new behaviours will emerge out of this?
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23 new 
Edges 
across 12 
markets 

in Asia

CLEAN 
CURRENCY

ELEVATED 
HOMEBODIES

GREEN PASS

COLLECTIVE 
COMPASSION

PROTECTION 
ON MY 
TERMS

TRADITION 
HACKING

FAITH 
WITHOUT 

BOUNDARIES

BLENDED 
LIVING

SPEND FOR 
GOODMEATLESS

C2C HYPER- 
INDEPENDENCE WE GOVERN PRIME-TIME 

POLITICS

MAKESHIFT 
ECONOMY

CREATIVE 
HEALING SILVER TECH

SATIRE 
OPTIMISM

GOURMET 
TO GO

NATIONAL 
PRIDE

iPARTICIPANTSUNFILTERED

CAUTIOUS 
ROMANCE
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Technology made our lives easier and WFH released 
office workers from the flagitious commute. 


While we find ourselves struggling to maintain work-life 
boundaries during lockdown, the experience has 
changed the relationship we have with our homes, it 
allowed us to discover how our homes have the 
potential to do more than we think.


The future of home would be one that shows how we 
innovate in the spaces of living- working- learning-
playing, a home that flexes with ease. 

BLENDED 
LIVING

BLENDED DAY
WFH blurs start and end time of working hours, weekdays and 

weekends. House chores are stepping into day time in between the 
meetings and text and zoom meetings won’t stop after 5PM.

HOME OFFICE FURNITURES
There has been a surge in searches for home office furniture (office 
chairs and desks) starting from mid March in Singapore. Ikea notes 
that interest in home-office-related products picked up in April as 
compared with the past three months, when consumers were mainly 
buying items related to sleep and comfort, such as bed frames and 
mattresses.

LONG-TERM FLEXIBILITY
From being in the “nice-to-have” category into “business critical”, 

flexible working has fostered a change in corporate mindsets, with 
companies like Mastercard and Nielson publicly stating they see 

parental leaves as structural, rather than transitory for both parents. 



02

As the world settles back into normalcy, there will 
still be a sense of cautiousness and paranoia 
around not knowing when the next pandemic will 
be. 


We’ve been seeing a rise of new businesses 
soothing modern day anxieties prior to COVID–
19. 


A post-Covid world would be one that sees 
people finding innovative ways to take better 
care of themselves – both mentally and 
physically.

CREATIVE 
HEALING

MODERN DAY THERAPIES
From ASMR playlists to cafes in South Korea offering nap rooms and express 

counselling, silent retreats and hugging therapies in India, crying therapies 
with handsome men in Japan, and crystal healing in Singapore.

ANIMAL CROSSING 
In China, although the Nintendo Switch Game "Animal 
Crossing" has been banned, it reflects consumers' aspirations 
for "free living and emotional healing" in the current adversity.



03

The pandemic has disrupted the F&B industry and our 
relationship with food. Restaurants and bars are shifting 
their business models to match the current demand for 
at home dining.


Apart from the fact that 2-star Michelin restaurants are 
now competing with street food and QSRs in food 
deliveries, fine dining restaurants and bars now have to 
find creative ways of maintaining the ‘premium 
experience’. 


As people get used to ‘treating’ themselves from the 
convenience of home, we are likely to see fine dining 
F&B maintaining their delivery service as a potential 
form of additional revenue stream even after 
lockdowns. 


GOURMET  
TO GO

VIRTUAL OMAKASE
Saint Pierre, a two Michelin-starred restaurant is offering a 

special virtual experience. A specially curated bento box along 
with a Zoom link will be delivered to your doorstep on the day 

of the dinner/lunch. The chef Emmanuel will then start the 
party with an introduction to the menu selection.

BAR QUALITY COCKTAILS AT HOME
Many cocktail bars are bottling pre-batch concoctions for their 
customers, giving them an experience like no other. Popular bar 
28 Hong Kong Street is offering a House Party service, where 
for $88 per person, you get to have three cocktails, a selection 
of bites, a music playlist and a bartender to host the party with 
virtually via Zoom.

MICHELIN HOME CLASSICS
Michelin star restaurants in HK are now serving takeaway options 

and even changing their menus to include more 'home classics'. 

“I think the current coronavirus will change the [food and 
beverage] landscape globally, not just in Hong Kong, as people 

will look for more quality when they dine out, regardless of 
whether it is fine dining or casual dining,”  

- Chef Siu Hin Chi (Michelin star chef) 



04

The lockdown has forced people to stay home, 
disconnected and disintermediated from their faith 
teachers. 


While disconcerting, it is also liberating for some 
because it has expanded our prayer lives - one can 
now search, compare different authorities, discuss 
among themselves and choose. 


No longer limited to physical boundaries, people are 
now free to discover, learn more about, and deepen 
their faith from any sources online, apart from just 
their local mosques. 


FAITH 
WITHOUT 
BOUNDARIES

WORSHIP TUTORIALS
SalamSG TV is a YouTube channel collaborated between the 

Islamic Religious Council of Singapore and Berita Harian.  
For this year’s Hari Raya, they released a tutorial on 

performing the Aidilfitri prayers at home.   

PRAYER PODCASTS
Spotify facilitates choice of prayers and and holy letters 
to be read in one’s home

RELIGIOUS INFLUENCERS
Pencetus Ummah (Community Fuzer) is an Islamic reality 

program looking for a capable and versatile preachers. The 
winner of season 2 has been very active on Instagram and 
has been featured in an entertainment show. His laid back 

style of preaching makes him more approachable to the 
younger audiences. On the other hand, Ustaz Hafiz Afandi, 
an Al-Qur'an Teacher, has been gaining a following through 

his Facebook live classes. 
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We’re now paying attention and following politics 
like never before.  


What the government is doing is now under a 
microscope as more citizens now see how their 
decisions affect their lives.


As society moves past the immediate response, the 
focus will be on governments to rebuild the 
confidence across industries, shorten the length of 
economic downturn and win the hearts of their 
citizens (and quite possibly, become the new 
‘influencers’!)

PRIME-TIME 
POLITICS

In the Philippines, late-night president addresses have become 
TV’s must sees and innovative ministers and mayors are 
gaining cult status, with one even reaching heartthrob levels. 

POLITICIAN X LINE STICKERS
And in Taiwan, we see Chen Shih-Chung, the minister of 

health and welfare gaining immense popularity, becoming an 
‘influencer’ beyond just a political figure.

#PROTECTVICO
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The pandemic and locked down lives are taking 
silent viewership to the next level.


Musicians, athletes, performers broadcasting without 
a physical audience.


While we will expect people to return to ‘norm’ when 
the all clear is given, advances in technology such 
as 5G and AI will open doors to new forms of 
consuming sports and culture events to a 
newfound, wider audience.


iPARTICIPANTS
NEXT GEN TECH OPENING DOORS

12 camera views offered with 5G

CLOUD RAVES
Nightclubs in China are live streaming DJ sets, while clubbers at 
home can tune in, comment, and dance to the music.These 
online events have been incredibly popular, with many clubs 
earning thousands of dollars from the streams.

“LIVE” FROM HOME
Sanghyeok Lee, celebrity in esports game.  
Over 17 billion fans enjoyed his play through live-streaming.

VIRTUAL WEDDINGS
Weddings in China have moved online into a livestream format with some 

streams garnering more than 5 million views. Viewers can comment and 
send virtual gifts from anywhere they are. The use of special effects has 

also allowed couples to have their dream weddings. This format is 
expected to be popular even after the COVID period.
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Until the virus is completely eradicated, threats and 
uncertainties will continue to reappear in the near 
horizon. 


Fast and constant adaptation trumps planning for 
businesses. In an economy where people are 
tightening their wallets, speed of improvisation, 
nimbleness and creativity will become our most 
important assets. 


Fluidity, flexibility, adaptability and agility will be 
key to thriving in a post-Covid world.


In a world where situations change day-to-day, 
how will our products be relevant to different 
occasions and situations, how can we 
demonstrate multi-function, multi-purpose?

MAKESHIFT 
ECONOMY

Alibaba and Zhongbai builds an unmanned grocery store in 5 
hours at Wuhan’s Huoshenshan hospital, stocked with 
disinfectants and daily necessities. In its first day, the store 
received over 200 customers. 

UNMANNED STORES

Footwear brand Allbirds launched a new feature that enabled 
shoppers to connect with store associates via video chat so they 

could ask questions and see product displays as if they were at a 
physical store.

VICARIOUS SHOPPING
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This too shall pass. 


But the fear instilled in people’s minds from 
this panic will linger for long after the ‘all clear’ 
is given. 


Just like restaurant ratings, people will look 
up hygiene ratings of a new place, making 
clean the new currency of the post-Covid 
world.


CLEAN 
CURRENCY

COVID-19 PLAYBOOK
Restaurant group Black Sheep, has published a Covid-19 
Playbook to make public their hygiene strategy to protect 

guests and staff from Covid-19. According to the guide, 
physical contact, such as high fives, are banned and staff 

have to wear masks and wash their hands every 30 minutes.

Hong Kong is adopting full-body disinfecting pods which staff 
and travellers will have to pass through for 40 seconds as part 
of a new disinfection and sanitising procedure. Additionally 
robots are being deployed with UV light and air sterilisers to 
clean restrooms and high-traffic areas.

DISINFECTING PODS

CLEAN APPAREL
DIESEL UPFRESHING, a new capsule collection that is 

applied with a finishing application of PROTECTOR 
SHIELD™, a combination of certificated antibacterial and 

antimicrobial product and droplet barrier. The technology used 
provides a series of treatments that function as a wearable 

safeguard against bacteria and germs
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Traditions have been broken as a result of the 
pandemic. 


If there’s one thing COVID-19 taught us, it’s about 
how much we value and take pride in our culture, 
traditions and celebrations. No matter what happens, 
keeping them alive and intact will remain a priority. 


People reinventing, tweaking and finding hacks 
around their traditions to fit the ‘new normal’ will 
continue to be more commonplace the longer the 
pandemic goes on.

TRADITION 
HACKING

RAMADAN e-BAZAAR
Raya and Ramadan happened almost exclusively online — we 
saw Ramadan bazaars on Animal Crossing, smaller and quieter 
Iftar gatherings, podcast meditations in place of mosque visits.

ZOOM BIRTHDAYS
Milestone celebrations like 21st birthday parties were held on 
Zoom, and saw friends sending care package deliveries and 
cakes to each other.

VIRTUAL SONGKRAN
Thailand’s usually loud Songkran festivities shifted to Twitter, 

with virtual “water-splashing” and throwbacks to past years’ 
events.
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The way we spent our money is changing.


Not only are we using more e-commerce than ever, 
but we see big shifts in motivation. Consumption 
used to be more around self-satisfaction but 
today, we see consumption as a way of helping 
others as well.


Every little contribution counts as businesses start 
building themselves up again and communities 
continue to show their support in every way they can.


SPEND FOR 
GOOD

Future Vouchers (MIRAI SHOKUJI-KEN)
To save SME restaurant owners, cloud funding projects 

kicked off around the nation.

Direct Support to Farm Producers (TABE-CHOKU)
Online shopping is not just about shopping from e-retailers. 

Consumers become conscious about purchasing directly from 
producer to support them. 

Cheering consumption is changing existing retail channel.

YELLOW  BLUE, IT'S UP TO YOU
Hong Kong citizens have been able to continue showing 
their political opinions without protests through marking 

shops as 'yellow' or 'blue' and spending at the ones they 
deem true to their side.
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When crisis hits, government incompetence is brought 
to light. 


This time round, the true heroes of the pandemic are 
not just governments and health departments but the 
people collectively stepping up and taking 
‘governance’ into their own hands. 

Everyone is empowered to make a change. And they 
will expect brands to do the same. Brand purpose and 
actions will speak louder than just words.

WE GOVERN

CITIZENS TO CITIZENS
Ordinary citizens are filling in ‘holes’ for government roles. 

We see netizens showcasing and shaming stockpilers of 
masks/sanitisers online, and helping direct each other to 

honest sellers.

#TAIWANCANHELP 
A fundraising campaign was initiated by a YouTuber and 
designer that raised over NT$19Mil under 2 days. It ran an ad in 
the New York Times addressing Taiwan’s isolation from the 
WHO despite its efforts in containing the COVID-19 pandemic 

KITABISA MOVEMENT
Regular people are raising funds and organising for needy 

hospitals. kitabisa.com (local version of Gofundme in 
Indonesia) becomes the fundraising platform of choice. 

http://kitabisa.com
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The Covid era has brought with it new levels of 
surveillance and transparency for increased safety. 


While we’re seeing greater willingness to hand over 
personal data for the sake of better preparedness 
during the heart of Covid, a new struggle will emerge 
as lockdowns get lifted, and people start re-
prioritising privacy over security again.


We will see a struggle as people find that balance 
between the right to privacy whilst protecting 
themselves in the new recovery frontiers. 

PROTECTION 
ON MY TERMS

COVIDSafe WITHOUT AN APP
In Australia, concerns over privacy have resulted in just 5.87 million 

people out of the country’s 24.9 million residents (23.5%) registering 
for COVIDSafe since its April launch. The app has been barely used 

and falls short of the government’s target threshold of 40%. 

UNTRACEABLE
Singaporean residents are not using the contact-tracing app, 
TraceTogether, due to privacy concerns. Almost 5.6 million 
residents have held off downloading the app which was 
launched in the end of March. While 1.4 million have 
downloaded the app, the app is really only effective if at least 
three-quarters of the population downloads it. 

FACT CHECKERS
This can be seen recently in the Hong Kong government’s 

free giveaway of masks to the public. Originally intended as a 
charitable act, Hong Kongers were quick to raise the privacy 
concerns involved in disclosing data when obtaining a mask.
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The pandemic has transformed relationships and 
dating.


Lockdowns at home have caused great distress and 
rise in divorce inquiries and applications. Singles are 
behaving differently on matchmaking and dating 
applications  -  many have since found themselves 
slowing down, taking the time to know someone 
better instead of instant gratification.


The future of dating and relationships might turn more 
meaningful, and cohabitation before marriage might 
become more socially acceptable as people rethink the 
importance of living together, a chance to try out what 
married life is like before committing to ‘I do’.

CAUTIOUS 
ROMANCE

RISING DIVORCE RATES
Shenzhen has reported the highest rate of divorce at 84% vs the 

national average of 33%."Because of the epidemic, many couples 
who wanted to divorce in February and March put off doing so, 

which led to a divorce boom in April and May," said one employee 
in the civil affairs bureau in Shenzhen's Luohu district,

TINDER SEES DAILY CONVERSATIONS  
LASTING LONGER
Dating app Tinder has reported that daily conversations 
between users last longer now, increasing by an average of 
20% around the world. It has also added a new feature to allow 
users to check out matches anywhere in the world, not only the 
people near them.
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COVID-19 saw a new generation of consumers 
having a better appreciation for technology. 


In China, Chinese seniors were far less likely to use 
digital services than younger generations. Since the 
outbreak, internet companies are seeing a surge in 
business from elderly users. The quarantines have 
encouraged the aging population to use apps to 
meet various basic needs in life - food and grocery 
deliveries and healthcare.


There will be more opportunities for different 
industries to engage the silvers digitally and in 
new formats adapted to their new tech savviness.

SILVER TECH Singapore’s largest Chinese language newspaper launched a 
video series to help keep seniors occupied. Fitness classes, live 
cooking shows and even traditional singing lessons were designed 
for the online space to replace physical senior-centric activities.

HAPPY SENIORS 
At Happy Seniors University, youngsters become teachers while 

seniors become inquisitive students. Xin Yu, a teacher with Happy 
Seniors, said the university's smartphone course teaches students 

how to text and download apps before proceeding to more 
advanced content like shopping online and taking photos. 

"We found that many old people have the most advanced iPhones 
but only know how to make phone calls. They can't even send 

messages or take photos that are not blurry," she said.

ONLINE TOGETHER
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The lockdown has taught people how to be on 
their own amongst people. 


As a result of this (in an increasingly lowtouch 
economy), they’re becoming more self-reliant, relying 
less on external institutions to comply with safety 
standards. The urban/middle upper class learning 
to be less dependent on house-help or service 
staff. The increasingly independent traveller.


How can businesses and brands tap into the 
rediscovery of independence?

HYPER- 
INDEPENDENCE

According to Google Trends, searches for kitchen appliances and 
bubble tea recipes have surged during the Circuit Breaker with 
many Singaporeans keen to attempt do-it-yourself activities. 

DO-IT-YOURSELF 

SELF GUIDED TOURS
A report released by Lvmama, a Chinese travel agency, 

revealed that 30% of its users traveled in their hometown and 
40% went to destinations within their province. They also saw 

an increase in self-guided tours, such as renting cars, to 
reduce the involvement and contact with others. 

PARK-TO-BOARDING LOW TOUCH TRAVEL
The Bengaluru Airport is introducing a “parking-to-boarding” 
contactless airport experience which minimises human contact and 
interaction for travellers. Passengers are required to wear face masks 
and carry e-/printed boarding passes. Passengers will also experience 
contactless dining and retail, where they will have to pre-order F&B 
through an app and use a QR code to collect. 
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In the wake of tragedy, displacement or 
destruction, people and places come alive in 
collective spirit - creating new ties and stronger 
communities grow.  

The pandemic provided us with a singularity of 
purpose to help us reset and regroup as a nation. 
An act of solidarity with all things local – from 
buying local, shopping small, to domestic 
travel.  

The rise of grassroots nationalism is changing the 
conversation as we speak, and young, politically-
engaged consumers will be seen embracing 
domestic brands in response to current global 
events.

NATIONAL 
PRIDE

After WHO Director-General Tedros at a news conference accused 
Taiwan of personal attacks and racism in early April, it drew the ire 
of not only our government but Taiwanese as a whole. “An Open 
Letter to Dr. Tedros” video was uploaded by a Taiwanese student in 
response to his false accusation against Taiwan.

GRASSROOTS NATIONALISM
Sinophobia has also increased in the US, and Chinese consumers 
feel like they’ve become America’s scapegoats, getting blamed for 
an inevitable health crisis that they didn’t provoke. But grassroots 

nationalism is changing the conversation, and young, politically-
engaged consumers are embracing domestic brands in response 

to current global events. 

OPEN LETTER TO WHO
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UNFILTERED

Youtube channel asking singers/musicians to share their performance 
from their home or private studio. 
What is unique about this contents is its simple single rule; 
This have to be done by one shot.

THE FIRST TAKE

Media manipulation - edited and filtered information 
on mass media is making people tired of ‘unreal’ 
content, especially given the Covid-19 situation. In 
fact, people want to relate and feel understood more 
than ever — think TikTok! 


The WFH movement has further made us more 
comfortable about being less private and uncensored 
– no make-up, kids/ pets sneaking up on calls, 
peeking into other people’s homes etc


In a post Covid world as people continue to 
remain paranoid, the more unfiltered the content, 
the more compelling and stronger the pull in 
attracting audiences.  Being present matters 
more than being perfect. 

Forced time at home has turned everyone into some form of expert with 
social media platforms producing everyday stars – accidental home 

chefs, fitness gurus, couch concert singers all live-streaming from their 
homes. 

EVERYDAY INFLUENCERS

IKEA’s Make Home Count film - a home-made film that was shot, edited 
and produced in homes across TBWA employees in SG, capturing and 

sharing what their life at home is like in its most raw and authentic form.

HOME MADE ADS
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COLLECTIVE 
COMPASSION
The empathy age is over. We’re tired of feeling sorry 
for ourselves and are ready to act on behalf of the 
collective. 


We’ve seen just how quickly nations can mobilise and 
act in the face of a challenge. We’re seeing much more 
unity and much less division and angst.


The challenging times has brought out the best of us 
and we will see this spirit of collective empathy and 
goodwill continue in support of small businesses even 
when lockdown’s over.

In the Philippines, the spirit of this can be seen with Order Hero, 
a Facebook community that helps food delivery riders find new 
customers for cancelled orders that the riders would have had to 
end up paying for. This sense of community also manifests in 
Viber groups that allow households to support local sellers of 
produce by operating as a digital neighbourhood market. 

MASKED HERO
Age does not keep people away from helping. A 95-year-old war 

widow made fabric mask for the poor. 
  

“I saw the women in the ward do it, so I wanted to contribute as 
well. It’s always been like that, I do what I can to help. When 
people are in need and you have the heart, you find joy the 

more you do it!” Mdm Quýt told tuoitre.vn in an interview.  
    

  
     

    
  

ORDER HERO

https://tuoitre.vn/me-viet-nam-anh-hung-ngo-thi-quyt-tui-thay-giup-duoc-chi-thi-giup-thoi-20200322163036732.htm
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It’s easier to laugh than cry. Dark humour and memes 
aren’t just entertaining, they’ve become a coping 
mechanism to help curb anxiety from negative news. 


The internet serves as the unsung hero of self-
isolation. 


As the world slowly recovers and we’re living our 
lives with a bit of caution, a dose of positivity is the 
best cure. If we can’t beat it, laugh at it. How can we 
offer escapism and positivity in the right way?

SATIRE 
OPTIMISM

CORONA COPS
Pictures of police donning comical Coronavirus helmets in 

India went viral while Malaysia sees citizens wearing ghost 
costumes to scare people from leaving their houses. 

RECIPE FOR DISASTER
The kitchen failures of Vietnamese families in self-isolation are being 
shared online, with hundreds of thousands joining a Facebook group 
to commiserate over their culinary catastrophes.
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Covid-19 has changed the way people look at meat. 
Apart from rising meat prices due to factory shutdowns 
and supply chain delays, meat is now associated with 
risks of contamination and disease. People are 
becoming more concerned about their own health and 
diet as the negative health aspects of consuming 
animals are coming to light.


In China, the largest global consumer of meat, meatless 
meat is starting to experience growth on a scale 
never seen before. Some plant-based meat brands 
such as Hong Kong’s own OmniFoods have seen their 
sales double during this time, along with substitute egg 
brands increasing by as much as 30%. 


This trend is expected to continue as more people get 
accustomed to plant-based meat and its flavours/
textures.


MEATLESS 
PLANT-BASED MEATFEST

Shanghai hosted their very first Meat Fest (2019) and many were 
greeted with a surprise. Despite the name, all the meat at the 

Vegans of Shanghai-organised Meat Fest was plant-based. The 
festival was held to introduce the country’s largest plant-based 

meat manufacturers to a mainstream audience.  

IMPOSSIBLE MEAT GROWING
Food delivery app, Deliveroo Singapore reported a 53% jump in 
orders for Impossible meat dishes from restaurant partners such 
as Three Buns, NamNam, PS Cafe and Pizza Express in April 
as compared with the previous month. 
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Do more with less. Being good to yourself. 


We witnessed ‘JOMO’ and #slowliving growing in 2019 
and forced time at home from COVID-19 has increased 
our desire and newfound appreciation for time 
spent at home, and a more mindful way of life. 


In the future, time chosen to stay home will place a 
new importance on creativity and productivity – 
increasing effort to better our immediate surroundings 
and selves through home and self-improvement (over 
mindless entertainment and toxic consumption).

ELEVATED 
HOMEBODIES

Asia is leading the world when it comes to watching cooking 
tutorials on YouTube. Four of the top five places searching recipe-
related videos come from Sri Lanka, Indonesia, Singapore and 
Bangladesh. 

COOKING TUTORIALS

HOME EXERCISE EQUIPMENT
Between January and April, sporting goods retailer Decathlon 

noted a clear shift from outdoor sports equipment to indoor 
sports. Sales for indoor sports such as cross-training and 

yoga increased by more than 70%. Searches for dumbbells 
and yoga mats have also surged on Google Trends as gyms 

and fitness studios close.
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GREEN PASS

NATIONAL PARK BREAKS
After observing the national parks in Thailand flourish for the 
two months it was closed under lockdown, the Environment 

Ministry is planning to close all 157 national parks for at least 
two months every year to allow the ecosystem to take a break 

and rejuvenate. 

Shanghai Fashion Week teamed up with online marketplace Tmall 
to broadcast its entire roster of runway shows online. Streamed on 
Taobao Live, it was the first fashion week event to go fully digital. 

“The carbon footprint we as an industry put on the world is pretty 
impractical,” she says. “[Because of Covid-19] we’re seeing some 
interesting innovations now coming through.”  
- Ida Peterson, buying director of designer boutique Browns

RETHINKING FASHION AND CARBON FOOTPRINT 

HEALTHY TOURISM
Walking tour company Indie Singapore brings tourists to 

lesser known attractions and shares with them local 
culture and stories. For those who are locked at home, 

they can take virtual tours courtesy to Youtube channels 
who post POV walks through different places in 

Singapore.   

Prior to Covid, we’re already seen some of these 
ideals driving new lifestyle choices. 


As people witness the good that’s come out of 
lockdowns (ie cleaner air, nature flourishing etc), the 
pressure for responsible pleasures and more 
sustainable ways of living is on. 


From green loyalty programs to “sustainability 
makeovers”, brands and governments are racing 
to join the circular economy and be the most 
eco- friendly in the business of climate change.


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZyODcdRJ5js
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The pandemic has changed the landscape of  

e-commerce drastically.


Since we are unable to confidently depend on 
institutions or organizations, consumers turn to connect 
and support one another in a more sincere and 
supportive manner, facilitated by advanced technology 
and social media. Suddenly, everyone can be a seller 
and customer at the same time.


As consumers get more familiar with direct transactions 
that provide high-quality products with kind gestures, 
this peer-to-peer behaviour and the rise of 
consumers doing business with each other will 
increase when more people are made redundant/ 
salary cuts, and seek other means of making a living.

C2C Chula Marketplace, a 150K strong Facebook group is one of many 
examples where Thai universities aluminis are supporting each other. 
These groups are created to promote the alumni’s businesses who are 
struggling.

COMMUNITY ENTREPRENEURS
In Thailand, the Community Development Department (CDD) has 
created an online shopping platform to bring together community 

entrepreneurs across provinces in Thailand. The site gathers 
products and connects shoppers directly to entrepreneurs. The 

CDD has also opened a Facebook page so that entrepreneurs can 
promote themselves and connect with customers. The CDD hopes 

that the sales will help alleviate the recession impact and bring 
more entrepreneurs to the digital market place. 

CHULA MARKETPLACE
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Lockdowns may be over but it doesn’t mean we have the all clear. 


Globally, experts are predicting the Coronavirus pandemic will likely last 
between 18-24 months (or possibly till early 2021).
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While there are 23 new Edges of culture triggered by new behaviours, 
the duration of their impacts will vary. 


The longer the pandemic goes on, the more likely these new attitudes 
and behaviours will become established and self-sustaining. 
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1. RESPONSE 2. RECOVERY 3. REVIVAL

A reactive moment of heightened emotions -  
characterised by fear, denial and panic as 

people grieve normalcy.

“I want clear information and utility”

Evaluate and recalibrate: as we come to 
terms with the new reality we begin to find 

our feet again as a collective.

“I want utility and support”

A proactive moment of considered action -

we leave limitations behind and rebuild, 

deciding on what to keep or discard.

“I want hope and optimism”

From post lockdown to end 2020 Beyond 2020 
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REVIVAL ‘ NEW FRONTIERS’ 
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The Recovery 
stage will see 
greater consumer 
tensions as 
people continue 
to navigate 
between new and 
old behaviours

RECOVERY 
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We Govern
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Prime-Time 
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Protection on 
my terms

National 
PrideSpend for Good

Unfiltered Meatless

Cautious 
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New and lasting 
habits that persist 
after Covid are 
ones that have truly 
added value to the 
pre lockdown way 
of life
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